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Agenda

• Why the focus on OTC derivatives market

• Overview of MAS’ reporting requirements and the impact on asset
managers

• Key challenges and considerations
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• How the MAS’ reporting requirements can be met

• Q&A
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2008: OTC market collapse
Weaknesses revealed in crisis

Collapse of Bear
Stearns and
Lehmans

AIG’s collapse

• Heightened levels of counterparty credit risk resulting in
the decline of lending and market liquidity

• AIG’s collapse showed a lack of transparency in OTC
derivatives positions and exposures

G20
commitment

G20 agrees the derivatives reform pillars:
• Reducing counterparty risk , esp. by stipulating clearing
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commitment • Reducing counterparty risk , esp. by stipulating clearing
requirements

• Reducing operational risk (incl. standardisation & electronic
processing);

• Increasing transparency (Reporting obligations and trade
repositories (TRs));

• Improving market integrity.
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“…all standardised OTC derivative contracts should be traded on exchanges or electronic trading
platforms, where appropriate, and cleared through central counterparties by end-2012 at the latest.
OTC derivative contracts should be reported to trade repositories. Non-centrally cleared contracts
should be subject to higher capital requirements.”

The Pittsburg Summit, September 2009
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“First, we need to ensure more

“Derivatives are
financial weapons of
mass destruction”

Warren Buffet

March 2003
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“First, we need to ensure more
standardisation in the derivatives
markets. To increase safety and
integrity. Our American friends are doing
the same. They are even ahead of us.
Today, 80% of derivatives are traded
over-the-counter. We need to get much
more visibility in this market. I will present
proposals before the summer to increase
transparency on derivatives markets. More
clearing via central clearing
counterparties (CCPs). Registration in
trade repositories.”

- Commissioner M. Barnier speech at the
London Stock Exchange on 31 March 2010

“We need more transparency in the CDS markets,
and so do investors. Transparency of markets is a
public good. Authorities must be able to gather
information, to assess possible risks for financial stability
and detect possible improper conduct. In this respect, a
key priority in terms of enhancing the resilience of
the CDS markets is the establishment of central
counterparty facilities. Such CCPs will help, in
particular, to diversify and share risk exposures and their
margining procedures will reduce the incentive to take
excessive risks. Moreover, CCPs will deliver more of the
much needed transparency for all parties involved.”

- President of the ECB J.-C. Trichet at the Commission
Conference “Building a Crisis Management Framework for
the Internal Market” on 19 March 2010
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The financial crisis has led to regulators focusing
on systemic and counterparty risks in the
derivatives markets

Europe US

EMIR MiFIR Dodd-Frank Act
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• CCP Clearing
• Bilateral

Collateralisation
• Trade

Repositories
• Trade

affirmation

• Trade execution
• Pre/post trade

transparency

• CCP Clearing
• Bilateral Collateralisation
• Trade Repositories
• Trade Affirmation
• Trade execution
• Dealer registration

EMIR MiFIR Dodd-Frank Act
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MAS announced that it will meet the objectives set by G20 as well as
recommendations by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) on implementation of these
objectives. The Securities and Futures (Amendment) Act 2012 was passed by
Parliament on 15 November 2012 which, among others, gave effect to policy proposals
relating to regulation of OTC derivatives. These involve:

• Mandate the central clearing and reporting of OTC derivatives;

• Extend the current regulatory regimes for market operators, clearing facilities and

Singapore’s Response
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• Extend the current regulatory regimes for market operators, clearing facilities and
capital markets intermediaries to OTC derivatives;

• Introduce a new regulatory regime for trade repositories.

On 30 October 2013, MAS issued the regulation on reporting of OTC derivatives.
Licensing for market inter intermediaries and clearing mandate of certain OTC
derivatives are in early stage of consideration and MAS will be issuing consultation
papers in due course.



Why we are here

Asset managers as CMS
License Holders have direct
obligations when they execute
derivatives contacts on behalf
of the funds

Time and efforts required
to work towards meeting
the reporting obligations
by the reporting
commencement date.
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Trade reporting regime is
being implemented in a
number of jurisdictions, such
as US, Europe, Australia,
Hong Kong and Japan

Deadline is imminent, from 1
July 2014, starting with
reporting of interest rate and
credit derivatives, followed by
other assets classes such as
foreign exchange, equity and
commodities
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Phases of Implementation – Trade Reporting

Phase 1C:

July 1, 2014

• Reporting for all
other financial

Impacts Asset
Management

industry

Phase 1A:

Feb 3, 2014

• Selected banks
Phase 1D:

Oct 1, 2014
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Phase 1:

Oct 31, 2013

• Trade Reporting
regulation commence

• Interest rate and credit
derivatives

other financial
entities

After Oct 1, 2014

• Reporting begins for
FX, Equity,
Commodity

Phase 1B:

Apr 1, 2014

• All banks

Oct 1, 2014

• Significant
derivative
holders
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What is in scope?

Every “specified person” who is a party to a “specified derivatives contract” or who enters into a
specified derivatives contract as an agent of a party to the specified derivatives contract
must report information about the “derivatives contract” to a licensed trade repository.

Are you a specified person?

Any specified person, meaning:

(a)any bank in Singapore licensed under the Banking Act; and

(b)any subsidiary of a bank incorporated in Singapore;

Basic Rules
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(b)any subsidiary of a bank incorporated in Singapore;

(c)any merchant bank approved as a financial institution under the MAS Act (Cap. 86);

(d)any finance company licensed under the FC Act (Cap.108);

(e)any insurer registered under the Insurance Act (Cap.142);

(f)any approved trustee referred to in section 289;

(g)any holder of a capital markets services license; or

(h)any other person who is, or who belongs to a class of persons which is, prescribed by the

Authority by regulations made under section 129 for the purposes of this definition.

“Booked in Singapore”, meaning entry of the derivatives contract on the balance sheet or the

profit and loss accounts of a person whose place of business is in Singapore.

“Traded in Singapore”, meaning: execution of specified derivatives contract by any trading

desk of a specified person located in Singapore.

Are you a party or an agent to a specified derivatives contract?
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Reporting timeline

Exemptions Backloading
(i) FX Spot
(ii)Derivatives trades where both

Exemptions

Timeline

Within 6 months from reporting
commencement date for trades

Backloading

Overview of key requirements

Reporting of interest rate and credit derivatives
for asset managers by 1 July 2014
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Keeping of books

Timeliness of
Reporting

Data fields

(ii)Derivatives trades where both
counterparties are selected
sovereign entities
(Government, Central Banks)

LEI, UTI, Transactional data and
etc.
MTM and Collateral are not
required for now

Data fields

T+2

Timeliness of reporting

Key
requirements

commencement date for trades
booked in Singapore and has
more than 1 year of maturity

5 years

Keeping of books
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What are the key challenges and considerations?

What are your reporting requirements as asset managers?
• Should you delegate your reporting to your broker?
• Should you report for yourselves and report on behalf of your funds
• If you are assuming reporting responsibilities for your funds how should this be priced?

Reporting

As buy-side counterparty to OTC derivatives they are fully in scope of clearing and reporting
obligation. The whole value chain of post trade activities for derivative has to be reassessed.

PwC

Cross-border
rules
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Data requirements and system capabilities
• Is the current system capable for capturing the requirement information and validating on a

timely basis? (eg. trade capture, T+2, connectivity to TR)
• Will firms be able to identify historic trades that need to be reported?
• Will there be availability of data? (eg. collateral information, market-to-market)

Cross border rules
• Do you understand how the rules between the different jurisdictions can be interpreted together?
• Can you develop an appropriate governance structure to facilitate this?
• Can you identify implementation synergies?
• Do you understand the impacts of substituted compliance and equivalence?

Data
requirements
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What are the key challenges and considerations?

Contracts and agreements
• Do existing legal documentation with counterparties, custodian bank and collateral manager need

to be updated ?
• Are firms equipped to carry out this exercise?

Controls and governance
• Are there a sufficient and robust procedures in place to monitor derivative contracts positions?
• Are staff familiar with these procedures, or will re-training be required?Controls and

governance

Contracts &
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• Are firms equipped to carry out this exercise?

Other impact
• Do you continue to comply with the increased requirements related to the segregation of client

money/assets?
• Are your service providers (eg. Custodians, depositories) ready?

Other impact

Contracts &
agreements

Training and human resources
• Do you have sufficient and skilled resources for dealing with implementation deadline
• Are your staff trained to ensure they are familiar with these procedures, repository reporting

requirements and the margining processes of CCPs.
Human

resources
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Thank you

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does
not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information contained in this
publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty
(express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained
in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its
members, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of
care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the
information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.

© 2014 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this document, “PwC” refers to
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP or, as the context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global
network or other member firms of the network, each of which is a separate legal entity.


